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Huge Fort Worth chilled warehouse 
goes to international logistics firm 
Developer Hunt Southwest's new refrigerated warehouse goes 
to cold distribution firm. 

 
Emergent Cold has leased the DFW ColdSpot warehouse in south Fort Worth.(Hunt Southwest) 
By Steve Brown 
12:46 PM on Oct 7, 2019 

A huge refrigerated warehouse in south Fort Worth has landed a big tenant. 

Emergent Cold, an international distribution and logistics company with a 
U.S. base in Dallas, has leased all of the DFW ColdSpot building on Will 
Rogers Boulevard near Interstate 35W. 

The big chilled warehouse was pitched as the largest ever speculative 
refrigerated building when it was developed by Hunt Southwest. 
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The real estate firm decided to build the project without any tenants, in hopes 
of landing a big deal. 

"We saw a supply-and-demand imbalance in the market for cold storage space 
and used our entrepreneurial capital to take advantage of that market 
inefficiency," Hunt Southwest senior vice president T. Preston Herold said in a 
statement. "We were rewarded with a full building lease and could not have 
asked for a better partner and tenant in Emergent Cold. 

"They share our same vision as in terms of creating cost savings for their 
customers through the efficiencies of new construction and advanced 
refrigeration technologies." 

Emergent Cold recently purchased New Orleans Cold Storage, a company with 
port facilities in New Orleans, Houston and Charleston, S.C. 

"Our lease of the DFW ColdSpot building aligns with our long-term strategy of 
building out a broader network of regional distribution and import/export 
port facilities across North America," said Neal Rider, CEO of Emergent Cold. 
"This asset, in a market that continues to outperform other regions of the U.S., 
will allow us to further enhance our market stronghold in the cold supply 
chain." 

Emergent Cold has operations in Australia and Vietnam and is expanding to 
other global markets. 

CBRE's David Norrie, David Sours and Kevin Kelly negotiated the lease. 

Hunt Southwest is a Dallas-based real estate firm founded by the family of 
Kansas City businessman Lamar Hunt. 
Steve Brown, Real Estate Editor. Steve covers commercial and residential real estate in Dallas-Fort 
Worth. 
stevebrown@dallasnews.com @SteveBrownDMN 
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